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THE THOFOOL STRATEGY AND THE COMBINED
COMPRESSIBLE/INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOW PROBLEM

J. J. Sienicki and P. B. Abramson
Argonne National Laboratory
Applied Physics Division

Argonne, Illinois

Most recent numerical modeling of two-phase flow involves an implicit
determination of a pressure field upon which computational efficiency is
strongly dependent. While cell by cell schemes (which treat the pressures
in •adjacent cells as known source terms) offer fast running $LmeSj permit
the use of large time steps limited by a Courant condition restriction
based on material velocities* and favor enhanced implicit coupling between the
thermbdynamic and hydrodynamic variables within individual cells, strong implicit
coupling (as obtained with elimination schemes) between pressures in adjacent
cells in pure single-phase liquid regions is necessary for the calculation of
combined two-phase ("compressible")/single-phase ("incompressible") flows.
The TWOPOOL strategy, which consists of a separation in the determination of
a pressure field between the-single-phase liquid cells where elimination is
used and the two-phase cells where a cell by cell scheme is used, constitutes
the fastest running strategy which permits the use of large time steps limited
only by a Courant condition restriction based on material velocities.

A separate problem of predicted overcompactions of single-phase liquid cells
is handled by correcting the velocity field through a modified form of the con-
tinuity equation in a manner which avoids the introduction of additonal impli-
citness.

In two-phase regions, a modeling approach which assumes the strict mainten-
ance of independent saturated thermodynamic equilibrium for each component
material eliminates the necessity for both an implicit coupling of pressures in
adjacent cells and an enhanced implicit coupling of the thermodynamic and hydro-
dynamic variables within individual cells.

The TWOPOOL strategy for comLined two-phase/single-phase flows results in a
significant reduction in running time.



THE TWOPOOL STRATEGY AND THE COMBINED
COMPRESSIBLE/INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOW PROBLEM

THE TWOPOOL STRATEGY

Most recent numerical modeling of multidimensional two-phase flow has
employed formulations of the thermohydrodynamic equations involving an implicit
determination of a pressure field (KACHINA,1 K-FIX,2 TRAC,3 SIMMER,4 VENUS-III5

and TWOPOOL). While implicit determination of pressure is necessary to permit
the use of larger hydrodynamic time steps limited only by a Courant condition
restriction based on material velocities (rather than a restriction based on
sound speeds), computational efficiency is strongly dependent on the methodo-
logy employed to determine the multidimensional pressure field.

At one extreme of efficiency are the fast running cell by cell methods
which minimize the degree of implicitness with which pressures in adjacent
cells are coupled together (i.e., the variables in other cells are treated as
source terms). This approach has been successful in the calculation of gas
flows and in the original two-phase flow applications tc liquids/particulates
dispersed in noncondensable gases. Furthermore, this approach lends itsel"
well to the calculation of two-phase flow with interphase mass transfer in
which it is also necessary to couple the determination of vaporization and
condensation rates to the determination of pressure with a high degree of
implicitness to avoid the necessity of using smaller time steps. The cell by
cell approach permits the implicitness with which the thermodynamic variables
within each cell are coupled together to be readily enhanced.

However, in many two-phase flow calculations, the relocation of two-
phase material can result in the generation of regions of pure single-phase
liquid. Because the pressure-density relationship in single-phase liquids is
"hard" relative to the "soft" relationship in two-phase mixtures, changes is
pressure of several orders of magnitude can occur over one time step when
a numerical cell makes the transition from two-phase ("compressible") to single-
phase ("incompressible") flow. A solution methodology for pressure which will
permit the continued use of large time steps (limited by a Courant condition
restriction based on material velocities) must contain strong implicitness in
the cell to cell coupling of pressure in order to permit the neighboring cells
to grasp the abrupt large changes in pressure accompanying compressible/incom-
pressible transitions. This strong implicit cell to cell coupling, not found
in the cell by cell marching schemes, can be achieved by using solution
approaches at the other end of the spectrum of computational efficiency i.e.,
elimination schemes (which require very long running times).

In many applications to nuclear reactor safety, the problem of solving
the thermohydrodynamic equations is complicated by the fact that two-phase flow
with high mass transfer rates between phases and "incompressible" single-phase



flov can both occur. This can lead to numerical difficulties for codes which
are globally oriented towards one of the extremes for the determination of
pressure discussed above.

* Therefore, the TWOPOOL/POOL6 strategy consists of performing a separation
in the determination of pressure between the set of single-phase cells and the
set of two-phase cells. TWOPOOL is a fast running, two-phase/single-phase
thermohydrodynamics code developed for applications to fast reactor safety
problems and modeling two fields (liquid and vapor) of two materials (fuel and
steel) in two dimensions (R-Z). In single-phase liquid regions, the pressure
is determined using an elimination method providing a strong cell to cell
coupling. In two-phase regions, the pressure is determined on a cell by cell
basis with a minimized cell to cell coupling. Since strong implicit coupling
is necessary for the single-phase regions this approach, which uses elimination
only on the set of single-phase liquid cells, constitutes the fastest running
strategy which will permit the continued use of larger time steps limited
only by the Courant condition restriction based on material velocities.

In the implementation of this solution strategy, another difficulty
associated with the compressible/incompressible transition must be considered:
the predicition of overcompacted single-phase liquid cells.

In numerical calculations of two-phase/single-phase flow in which the
determination of volume fractions is not coupled to the determination of
velocities with a high degree of implicitness, overcompactions of single-phase
cells can be predicted (i.e., the vapor volume fraction is predicted to be
negative). In some formulations, overcompactions have sometimes been ignored
by destroying the excess mass involved (a procedure with unacceptable neutronic
consequences in reactor safety problems). The TWOPOOL approach to cal-
culating hydrodynamic motions in single-phase regions (detailed further below)
solves this problem without the introduction of additonal implicitness or the
destruction of mass.

While some previous methods for the handling of single-phase liquid cells
has solved V • U • 0 for those cells, in TWOPOOL, hydrodynamic motions in
single-phase regions are calculated by correcting the continuity equation as
the vapor volume fraction drifts below zero. This involves solving the fol-
lowing formulation of the continuity equation (by elimination) for all single-
phase numerical cells:

,1+1/2,1 ri-l/2 y-i-1/2,1 vl..tH/2
r̂ fir

- 1

«t
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where

. U « radial velocity

V • axial velocity

VF, * BVZI of component liquid volume fractions

* 1 - (vapor volume fraction)

r » radial coordinate

fir *- radial mesh cell length

z • axial coordinate

Sz • axial mesh cell length

n+1 * time level at the end of time step

- i*j " radial, axial cell indices

The term on the right hand side of Eq. (1) negates overcompactions through
corrective modifications of the liquid velocity field, thus permitting proper
conservation of mass. By substituting into Eq. (1) the finite difference
equations for the liquid velocities on the four cell edges, equations for the
end of time step pressures are generated and these are in turn solved by eli-
mination.

This approach results in liquid volume fractions which remain very
nearly equal to one in single-phase regions and preserves rigorous conservation
of mass (to within machine accuracy) without the necessity of increasing the
implicitness of the formulation.

The. strategy described above represents a basic approach applicable in
any area of hydrodynamics in which coupled single-phase and two-phase flows
must be solved. In addition, TWOPOOL has additional strategy specifically
aimed at reactor safety analysis.

In many reactor safety problems, the assumption of saturation - equili-
brium thexmodynamic conditions is judged to be adequate and compressiblity.
effects within each individual phase are judged to have a minor impact on the
aesessment of accident consequences.. Accordingly, the TWOPOOL methodology
assumes the strict maintenance of independent saturated thermodynamic equili-
brium between the liquid and vapor of each component material in two-phase
flow. Instead of coupling independent liquid and vapor fields by general
exchange terms, the assumption of independent thermodynamic equilibrium is
incorporated directly in the formulation of the thermohydrodynamic equations
for two-phase flow implying vaporization and condensation rates which maintain
saturation conditions. One consequence of this approach is that the pressure
exerted by the vapor of each material may be assumed to be the solely tempera-
ture dependent saturation vapor pressure at the common vapor-liquid temperature
for that particular material. Thus, the pressure is dependent on the solution
of energy and mass equations in which only a weak cell to cell coupling need
be formulated thrcugh explicitor semi-implicit connective terms. If the
intent is to model either noncondensible vapor or nonequilibrium conditions,
implicit coupling of pressures in adjacent cells and a strong implicit coupling



between the thermohydrodynamic variables within individual cells is necessary.
Avoiding the necessity for both of these additional degrees of implicitness
results in significantly faster runnning times while permitting the calculation
of two-phase flow using time steps limited only by a Courant condition restric-
tion based on .material velocities. Furthermore, because the saturation
approach ignores compressive effects within each individual phase, abrupt
artificial changes in the pressure field caused when numerical cells undergo
the compressible/incompressible transition do not propagate via compressive
effects into the two-phase regions of the system. •:

This combined strategy for the compressible/incompressible problem and
two-phase flows permits the use of large time steps (limited only by a Courant
condition restriction based on material velocities) throughout the calculation,
corrects overcompactions of single-phase numerical cells while rigorously pre-
serving conservation of mass,' and avoids the necessity of determining an implicit
pressure field coupled with a high degree of Implicitness to local thermodynamic
variables in two-phase numerical cells. The net effect of these is.to improve
running time over other schemes by a factor of from five to ten or more.

IMPLEMENTATION IN TWOPOOL

THE STRUCTURE OF TWOPOOL

The choice of a particular formulation of the thermohydrodynamic equa-
tions for use in conjunction with the strategy outlined above is, of course,
dictated by the intended application. In this section, we detail the specific
formulation presently employed in TWOPOOL.

In accordance with our philosophy of using time steps that are as large
as practical, some terms in the finite difference equations have been time centered
to improve accuracy. However, the implicitness of many terms (denoted by upper
bars in the finite difference equations discussed below) has been formulated
in a semi-implicit manner in which the end of time step dependence is iterated
on during each time step. There is no real need for this additional implicitness
(e.g., to achieve stability); it is merely a simple way of improving accuracy.

The specific manner in which the semi-Implicit iterations ai:e carried out
is best illustrated with the help of Fig. 1 which shorts the layout of the code.
The dotted line in Fig. 1 denotes the semi-implicit iteration loop. The
routines represented by each bos within this loop involve one or nore passes
over the numerical grid. Thus, the energy and mass equations are solved for
temperatures and volume fractions and the pressures in two phase cells are
determined during a first pass over the grid. Using the two-phasa pressure
field, a second pass is made to solve the two-phase momentum equations for
velocities in all two-phase cells. The next pass sets up the determination
of the pressure field in the single-phase liquid cells which is accomplished
by elimination. After determining the pressures in all single-phasa liquid cells,
a final pass is made over the grid during which the complete pressure field is
used to drive the velocities in single-phase regions.

Of course, a large number of semi-implicit iterations can defeat the
attainment of fast running times. However, we have found that foir the particular



numerical formulation used in TWOPOOL, as well as for the formulations used in
the codes FOOL and EPIC,7 that the convergence is usually very rapid. While •
one pass through the semi-implicit loop results in an explicit formulation of
the semi-implicit terms, we have found that the accuracy obtained with two
• passes through the loop is usually almost as good as that obtained by iterating
' to convergence. Thus, we usually perform just two passes through the semi-
implicit loop and move on to the next time step. Accordingly, we attach addi-
tional meaning to the term "semi-implicit" to indicate the use of two iterations.
This approach introduces improved accuracy as a result of some enhanced implicit-
ness with less than a factor of two increase in running time..

The numerical formulation of the thewno-hydrodynamic equations solved
within each semi-implicit iteration loop are detailed below: The equations are
differenced on a staggered mesh in which velocities are defined at cell edges
and pressures, energies, densities, temperatures, and volume fractions are
defined at cell centers. Subscripts i and j denote the radial and axial cell
indices. Whole indices such as i,j denote cell centers while half integers
such as i ± 1/2 or j ± 1/2 denote cell edges. The superscripts n and n+1
denote the time levels at the beginning and end of the current, time step. Vari-
ables which are iterated on during each semi-inplicit iteration pass are denoted
by upper bars.

CALCULATION OF HYDRODYNAMIC MOTIONS IN SINGLE PHASE REGIONS

' The TWOPOOL formulation of the continuity equation (Eq. (1)) is solved
for all single phase numerical cells in the process of determining the velocities
in single-phase regions. As shown in Fig. 1, the temperatures and volume frac-
tions for all numerical cells are determined before the velocities. Hence when
Eq. (1) is .considered, the liquid volume fraction is knwon. As discussed above,
the liquid volume fraction is permitted to drift above one. When this occurs,

- x

is the overcompaction of the numerical cell predicted by the calculation of
temperatures and volume fractions. The velocities which satisfy Eq. (1) negate
overcompactlons through corrective modifications of the liquid velocity field.
During the next time step or the next semi-implicit iteration pass during the'
current time step, the modified velocities will be used in the temperature-volume
fraction calculation resulting in a better prediction of volume fractions giving
rise to a lesser overcompaction or no overcompaction at all.

The velocities on the four edges of each single-phase cell satisfy the
single-phase liquid momentum equations

«t u*,i±i/2,j



t,i,3±l/2 " vJt,
fit *,x,jix/A)\gi /i . 4+1/2
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A,i

* pressure :
* liquid density (defined below)

« denotes donor'cell differencing

If an adjacent cell is a two-phase cell, the pressure in that cell is the
two-phase pressure. It is therefore necessary to determine the pressure in two-
phase cells before the single-pha^e pressures.

The convectiye terms in Eqs. (2)-(3) are formulated in a semi-implicit
fashion and convective derivatives are donor cell differenced.

The densities it. Eqs. (3)-(4) are effective single-phase-liquid densities
for a multicoiiipon«mt system defined by

•ttu where

p± , - liquid thermodynaoic density for component material k

VF. t •- liquid volume fraction for component material k.



Equations (2)-(3) -are used to eliminate the velocities in Eq. (1) to obtain
* Foisson equation for the pressures in all single-phase cells which is solved
by elimination. Using the complete (two-phase and single-phase) pressure field*
Eqs. <2)-(3) are finally solved for the end of time step velocities.

CALCULATION OF TWO-PHASE FLOWS •

In accordance with the TWOPOOL assumption of independent saturated
thermodynamic equilibrium in two-phase flow, the pressure, liquid thermodynamic
density, liquid specific internal energy, vapor thermodynamic density, and vapor
specific internal energy are equal to the purely temperature.dependent values
at saturation. Thus,

pk

Pk,A

V i

Pk,v

" Pk,sat(V

" pk,A,sat(V

• e (T )k,*,satv V

" pk,v,sat(V

. ̂ v " V.sat'V +

where

T . • temperature

p " thermodynamic density

• e * « specific internal energy

h = heat of vaporization

k •> component material index

£ » denotes liquid

v * denotes vapor

sat • denotes the purely temperature dependent saturation value.

Because the pressures, densities, and internal energies are the purely
temperature dependent functions at saturation, the dependent variables may be
taken to be the component liquid specific internal energies, the component liquid
volume fractions, the vapor volume fraction and the liquid and vapor velocities.
The mass and enerpy equations for the two-phases of each material may be written
a s • • . • ' • • .

I— (p, VF ) +• ? • (p, VF U ) - S, (4)
3t Hk,v v wk,v v v' k,v,m • ,' .
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where

VF " vapor volume fraction

VF. . * liquid volume fraction of component material k

S. * mass transfer rate per unit volume between the liquid
»v,m an<j vapor of component material k

S. « energy transfer rate per unit volume between the liquid
*v'e and vapor of component material k

Q. » accounts for effects of intermaterial heat transfer,
fission heating* dissipation! and compressional
or expansive work within each individual phase.

The present TWOPOOL models assume that mass transfer occurs only between
the liquid and vapor of the same material. For example, the condensatipn of
fuel vapor onto liquid steel (which could be a significant phenomenon in some
reactor safet; problems) is not presently modeled. We make use of this addi-
tional modeling assumption about the mass transfer processes by adding"Eqs. (4)
and (5) together and adding Eqs. (6) and (7) together (thereby cancelling the
source terms S, and S. ) to obtain for material k the combined mass and• k,v,m k,v,e
energy equations

ft
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A numerical formulation.of Eqs. (8)- (9) is used in determining the
specific internal energies and the volume fractions. In addition* the volume
.fractions must satisfy =

The vapor and liquid velocities satisfy the two-phase momentum equations

/3U, \
p VF {r-2" + U • 7 U 1 - -VF VP'v v \it v '.. vy v

- SV

/3TT A _

+ K<V^ ) + Sc IV"* Sv 1A + ^ (12)

where

v > i ^ , v ;; ;.• .
P - pressure in two-phase regions which may be defined as either the

. sum of the component material vapor pressures or the vapor
. pressure of the most volatile component.

K * interphase drag
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Sv

S is the total mass transfer rate per unit volume between the liquids
and vapors of all materials. Summing Eq. (4) over k, we obtain the equation

S - fr <P,. VF ) +?"• (p. VF U ).3t k,v v Kk,v v v

He now consider the numerical formulation of Eqs. (8)-(12). Corresponding
to Eqs. (8)-(10) are the finite difference equations

• n+1

St

n+1
Pfc,v,i,.1

6t [^Pk,AWk,AJi,j A,*,!,

+ TT vv • \**+l J*+l



where

n+1/2 - denotes middle of time step values i.e.,

Equations (1])-(14) contain a cell to cell coupling through the convective
divergences which is semi-implicitly formulated thereby making the coupling
weak. As discussed above, there is no need for stronger cell to cell coupling
for two-phase.cells and one could make this coupling purely explicit.

The convective terms in Eqs. (13)r(J4); afe donor cell differenced. It
should be noted here that Eulerian descriptions of energy and mass convection
entail an "artificial smearing" or "numerical mixing" phenomenon. The use of
donor cell differencing can give rise to a particularly large amount of' thermal
equilibration due to numerical mixing of the energy distribution. This problem
is aggravated by the fact that the use of Eulerian finite difference formula-
tions other than donor cell differencing can result in significant violations
of the second law of thermodynamics.8 For applications where large amounts of
numerical mixing cannot be tolerated, the use of a Lagrangian calculation of
energy and mass convection superposed on the Eulerian grid as in the Particle-
in-Cell (PIC)? and pistributed-Particle-in-Cell (DPIC)ro methodologies is
recommended.d

The temperatures and volume fractions are determined from Eqs. (13)-(15)
in the following manner. Equation (13) is used to eliminate the term
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which multiplies e, . . . in Eq. (14). . The resulting equation contains only
n+1 *»*»*»3 n-M

fn+1 3 n M
e. . . . as an unknown. ' After solving for e. . , the temperature
T? . . is determined and all temperature dependent functions (vapor pressure,

thermodynamic densities, and heat of vaporization ) are calculated. Knowing
the thermodynamic densities for all component materials, Eqs. (13) and
(15) are finally solved for the component material liquid volume fractions and
the vapor volume fraction.

Although other finite difference formulations or solution strategies
could be used to obtain a cell by cell solution of Eqs. (8)-(10), we have found
the present method to be especially simple and fast running. .• ••

Even though Eqs. (13)-(15) were formulated assuming a two-phase
system, these equations also cover the case of an incompressible single-phase
liquid. We therefore determine the temperatures and volume fractions from
Eqs. (13)-(15) for the single-phase cells as well as the two-phase cells.

In discussing the finite difference formulation of the two-phase momentum
equations Eqs. (11)-(12) , we consider the axial components of Eqs. (ll)-(l2)
(since the radial components are treated similarly). The axial components are
differenced as

v,i,1+l/2 " v,i,j+l/2

2 v,i,j+l/2 K 32 A . ... ,o 2 v,i,

n+1/2

" ,i,j+l/2

fK + Se + S\

V '±,1+1/2
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TX ..
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The convective terms in Eqs. (16)-(17) are time centered and are formu-
lated partly in a linearized fully implicit fashion and partly in a semi-implicit
fashion. The convective derivatives are donor cell differenced as in the
single-phase liquid momentum equations.

The interphase drag and mass exchange terms are formulated in a linearised
fully implicit fashion which permits any degree of interphase coupling.

The mass transfer source terms are central differenced about the point
at which the equations are being solved. For example,

i, j+1/2 " fit

.n+1
r±fir |*i+l/2wv"*v''i+l/2,j+l/2 wi+l/2,j+l/2

- r U VP ̂ n+1 Un+1 1ril/2 V v ' i 1 / 2 j+1/2 °i-l/2, j+1/2 Ji-l/2 Vv'i-1/2, j+1/2 °i-



Central differencing is used to avoid introducing first order truncation
terns into Eqs. (16)-(17) which could adversely alter their stability charac-
teristics. s

j «

COMPARISON WITH K-FIX AND APPLICATIONS j
t

Excellent agreement has been obtained11 between the implementation of
the combined strategy for the compressible/incompressible problem and two-phase
flows discussed above and the highly Implicit cell by cell methodology of the
K-FIX code* . ;

Coupled with the two-dimensional quasistatic diffusion theory kinetics
code FX2 (to form FX2-TW0P00L), TWOPOOL has been used in over a hundred runs
to scope the effects of the recent modeling developments in the calculation of
LMFBR high ramp disassemblies,12 to calculate the recriticality analysis of
boiling pools of fuel/steel which might develop in a hypothetical core disrup-
tive accident in an LMFBR,13 and to assess the impact of numerical thermal
mining on Eulerian calculations of reactor safety phenomena.8
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